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dence, modernization of an aging power grid, 
and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions:
•	 	Integration of utility scale Renewable En-

ergy Sources feeding into the transmission 
system

•	 	Distributed Energy Resources feeding into 
the distribution system

•	 	Quick charge of Plug-in Electric Vehicles 
(PEV) that may cause large load increases 
on sections of the grid

•	 	Demand Side Management and consumer 
participation

•	 	Demand Response (DR) programs
•	 	Storage to compensate for the time varying 

nature of some renewables
The introduction of the above technologies 

will add to both generation and demand a time 
varying stochastic component that will require 
the integration of additional protection and 
control technologies that ensure grid stability 
and security. This is a profound paradigm shift 
from past practices and will require the avail-
ability of an information highway dedicated to 
the management of energy transmission and 
distribution, the so called Smart Grid [1]. 

It is commonly recognized that the Smart 
Grid will be supported by a heterogeneous 
set of networking technologies, as no single 
solution fits all scenarios. Among the many 
choices available, Power Line Communica-
tions (PLC) is certainly an excellent choice 
for many Smart Grid applications and recent 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Power Grid is a commodity delivery sys-
tem where the commodity (electric power) 
has a production-to-consumption cycle time 
of zero: generation, delivery and consumption 
must happen all at the same time. This require-
ment creates unique challenges for sensing, 
communications, and control. 

These challenges will escalate with the inte-
gration of new technologies aimed at address-
ing in a sustainable manner energy indepen-
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and have been recently standardized in ITU 
and IEEE. A goal of the paper is to help clarify 
what the main differences between the various 
next generation NB-PLC standards in force 
are.

II. SMART METERING AND LEGACY NB-
PLC TECHNOLOGIES

Smart Metering systems provide two-way 
communications that enable utilities to interact 
with meters and allow customer awareness of 
electricity pricing on a real-time basis. Smart 
meters are important tools for the utilities for 
reducing operational costs and losses because, 
in addition to meter reading, they also provide 
capabilities such as remote connect/disconnect 
and reduction of non-technical losses, e.g., 
losses due to energy theft or errors in manual-
ly collecting the readings.

NB-PLC technologies have been extensive-
ly employed for Smart Metering around the 
world since the frequencies below 500 kHz 
are characterized by rather low attenuation 
while frequencies above 1 MHz are severely 
attenuated due to the capacitive coupling be-
tween power cables and earth. This character-
istic allows NB-PLC to reach longer distances 
in the case of underground cables, compared 
to their broadband alternatives. Furthermore, 
in Europe, the range of frequency 9-95 kHz 
(CENELEC A) is restricted and “Frequencies 
in this band shall only be used for appli-
cations for monitoring or controlling the 
low-voltage distribution network, including 
energy usage of connected equipment 
and premises” [2]. This allows European 
utilities not to worry about sharing the same 
frequency band with consumer equipment. 

The most widespread PLC technologies 
deployed today for Smart Metering are based 
on frequency shift keying (FSK) or Spread-
FSK as specified in the IEC 61334 standard 
[3]. These technologies allow data rates up 
to a few kbps. Spread-FSK based NB-PLC 
devices are being currently deployed, and a 
few hundred million smart meters based on 
these technologies have already been deployed 

advances in PLC have today cleared much of 
the concerns expressed by skeptics in the past. 

A recent paper has given an extensive re-
view of the role that PLC has in the Smart 
Grid across the whole power grid, from trans-
mission to distribution [1]. As pointed out 
there, several important benefits are offered by 
PLC when it is employed for utility applica-
tions:
1)  Utility applications almost always require 

redundancy in protection and control, and 
the need for redundancy must include the 
availability of redundant communications 
channels: PLC allows exploiting the ex-
isting wired infrastructure thus greatly 
reducing the cost of deploying a redundant 
communications channel.

2)  The use of PLC allows blurring together the 
traditionally separated functions of sensing 
and communicating as a PLC transceiver 
can be designed to switch between func-
tioning as a sensor and as a modem.

3)  Power lines often represent the most direct 
route between controllers and Intelligent 
Electronic Device (IEDs) when compared 
to packet switched public networks, so that 
PLC offers substantial advantages when 
dealing with applications such as tele-pro-
tection where ensuring a low and bounded 
latency is crucial.

4)  Power lines provide a communication path 
that is under the direct and complete control 
of the utility which is a fundamental benefit 
and cost-saving when operating in countries 
where telecom markets are deregulated.

5)  There is a wide variety of PLC technologies 
(from Ultra-Narrowband, to Narrowband 
to Broadband) that can find a role in most 
Smart Grid applications, so that PLC can 
indeed provide a wide class of technologies 
that can be employed as a communications 
solution from the transmission side of the 
grid down to the home area network.
This paper addresses the use of Narrow-

band (NB) PLC for Smart Metering applica-
tions, focusing on the recent next generation 
multicarrier-based NB-PLC technologies that 
operate in the VLF/LF/MF bands (3–500 kHz) 

This paper addresses 
the impor tant role 
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munication has not 
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ing but also for many 
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next-generation OFDM-based NB-PLC to 
be approved were ITU-T Recommendations 
G.9955 (2011) and G.9956 (2011). These two 
recommendations contained the physical layer 
(PHY) and data link layer (DLL) specifica-
tions, respectively, of three NB-PLC technol-
ogies: G.hnem [4], G3-PLC [5], and PRIME 
[6]. 

In order to avoid confusion in the industry 
and facilitate the evolution of these recom-
mendations, ITU-T published the G3-PLC 
and PRIME specifications in separate ITU-T 
Recommendations that now supersede both 
G.9955 and G.9956. The PRIME and G3-
PLC specifications are stand alone and sepa-
rate ITU-T recommendations G.9903 [7] and 
G.9904 [8], respectively. Both the PRIME and 
G3-PLC Alliances have endorsed the ITU-T 
Recommendations as the official PRIME and 
G3-PLC NB-PLC technologies.

Also the IEEE pursued the standardiza-
tion of OFDM-based NB-PLC and this effort 
started in 2010 with the launch of the IEEE 
P1901.2 projects sponsored by the IEEE Com-
munications Society [10]. The IEEE 1901.2 
standard is based on G3-PLC, and specifies 
only the PHY and MAC layers. Thus, boot-
strapping, authentication, and routing are not 
defined. IEEE 1901.2 also includes in a stand-
alone mandatory clause an NB-PLC coexis-
tence mechanism that allows non-interoper-
able NB-PLC technologies to share the same 
frequency band.

A summary of the available next generation 
NB-PLC standards is given in Table I. Band-
plan partitioning and OSI layering of the three 
next generation NB-PLC standards are shown 
in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.

IV. A COMPARISON OF THE NEXT 
GENERATION NB-PLC STANDARDS

The NB-PLC technologies specified in ITU-T 
G.9903, ITU-T G.9904 and IEEE 1901.2 pres-
ent some similarities (especially G.9903 and 
1901.2) but also marked differences. These 
similarities have often caused confusion in 
the market making technology selection more 

around the world and especially in Europe and 
in China.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF ITU-T G.9903, 
ITU-T G.9904, AND IEEE 1901.2

The increasing desire for higher data rates led 
to a renewed interest in NB-PLC solutions. 
The first of such efforts led to the formation 
of the Powerline Related Intelligent Metering 
Evolution (PRIME) Alliance in 2007 with the 
Spanish Distribution System Operator (DSO) 
Iberdrola as one of its founding members. 
PRIME specified an NB-PLC solution based 
on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM), operating in the CENELEC A band, 
and capable of achieving up to 128 kbps (with 
no FEC – Forward Error Correction) and 61.4 
kbps (with FEC). PRIME was the first OFDM-
based NB-PLC technology to be developed.

A similar initiative led to the formation of 
the G3-PLC Alliance founded in 2011 by 12 
companies and, among them, Maxim Inte-
grated Products, Sagemcom and the French 
DSO ERDF. G3-PLC defines an OFDM-based 
NB-PLC solution capable of achieving up to 
46 kbps (with mandatory FEC). The design 
objectives for G3-PLC were different from the 
ones used for PRIME. Rather than pursuing 
high data rate, G3-PLC designers focused on 
developing a robust PHY with concatenated 
coding (Reed-Solomon & convolutional) and 
a robust modulation (ROBO) with repetition 
coding. Furthermore, the G3-PLC specifica-
tions re-use existing standards with the MAC 
layer based on IEEE 802.15.4 and its adap-
tation layer based on 6loWPAN to support 
IPv6. G3-PLC offers additional bandplans for 
worldwide use like the Japanese band ARIB, 
and the FCC band for the USA and the rest of 
the World. 

From the onset, both G3-PLC and PRIME 
were designed to be royalty-free and open In-
dustry Alliance specifications. However, given 
the strong interest of the industry in these ad-
vanced NB-PLC technologies, a standardiza-
tion path also opened up in ITU and IEEE. 

The first  international  standards on 
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considers it is able to convey data to and from 
other nodes of the subnetwork. ITU-T G.9904 
base node manages the network which means 
that in case the link between two nodes is bro-
ken, the switch has to warn the base node the 
route is no more active. This mechanism im-
plies regular exchanges between the base and 
the service nodes to ensure that each device 
has a functional route to the base node.

ITU-T G.9903 uses LOADng, a reactive 
Layer 2 routing protocol [9]. This protocol is 

complicated. This Section aims at clarifying 
the main differences between these standards 
with the goal of helping to avoid further con-
fusion. 

Despite the many similarities between 
ITU-T G.9903 and IEEE 1901.2, there are also 
enough differences to make the two NB-PLC 
technologies non-interoperable. The main dif-
ferences are:
•	 	MAC can support up to 1280-Byte MTU in 

1901.2 instead of 511-Byte MTU for G3-
PLC.

•	 	An additional Super ROBO mode in IEEE 
1901.2 repeats 6 times the data, while G3-
PLC uses it only for the Frame Control 
Header (FCH).

•	 	The G.9903 collision avoidance mechanism 
for fragmented packets (Subsequent Seg-
ment Collision Avoidance, SSCA) is not 
specifi ed in IEEE 1901.2. 

•	 	An anti-replay protection with a frame 
counter  mechanism is  embedded in 
G.9903’s MAC layer but is not specifi ed in 
IEEE 1901.2.

•	 	The use of Information Elements in IEEE 
1901.2 frames.
Whereas IEEE 1901.2 is limited to PHY 

and MAC layers, the adaptation layer (6loW-
PAN) included in ITU-T G.9903 specifi es the 
additional following mechanisms:
•	 	Bootstrapping, the mechanism that allows a 

G.9903 node to join a domain.
•	 	EAP-PSK, that ensures authentication of 

the nodes and the domain encryption key 
(Group Master Key) secured transfer during 
Bootstrapping.

•	 	A default Layer 2 routing algorithm  
LOADng [9] in 6loWPAN.
Another important difference between 

ITU-T G.9903, ITU-T G.9904, and IEEE 
1901.2 is how routing is handled. 

ITU-T G.9904 embeds its own proactive 
Layer-2 routing algorithm and maps the net-
work as a tree topology, the “base node” being 
the root (coordinator) and all other devices 
being “service nodes”. Each service node can 
be promoted dynamically from “terminal” 
to “switch” (and vice versa) if the base node 
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Table I  PLC protocols and their associated standards
NB-PLC

Technology
ITU-T G.9904

(PRIME)
ITU-T G.9903

(G3-PLC)
IEEE 1901.2

Standardization 
Group

ITU-T Study Group 15, 
Question 15 (Q15/15)

ITU-T Study Group 15, 
Question 15 (Q15/15)

IEEE 1901.2

Approved Oct. 2012 Feb. 2014 Oct. 2013

Published Feb. 2013 Apr. 2014 Dec. 2013

Availability
h t t p : / / w w w. i t u . i n -
t/rec/T-REC-G.9904/en
(free download)

h t t p : / / w w w. i t u . i n -
t/rec/T-REC-G.9903/en
(free download) 

IEEE Xplore
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quent in PLC. LOADng is the default manda-
tory routing mechanism for ITU-T G.9903 but 
it can be deactivated to allow the use of other 
Layer-2 routing algorithms. 

IEEE 1901.2 only specifies the PHY and 
MAC layers, and thus the routing algorithm 
and its appropriate metric are not specified in 
the standard but have to be defined by the sys-
tem integrator. Since the metric used to select 
one route among others is mainly based on 
PHY criteria (link quality, modulation, number 
of hops, etc), route cost is carried to IP layer 
by the mean of Information Elements (IE). 
The IE is a block of data which is contained 
in part in the MAC header and in part in the 
MAC payload. IEs require special attention 

part of the AODV (Ad hoc On demand Dis-
tance Vector) routing algorithm family. It is 
a reactive protocol i.e. once created, routing 
messages are exchanged only when a route 
failed or has expired. When a link between 
two neighbors is no more available, a first 
local repair is triggered to find an alternative 
route seamlessly. If the local repair fails, the 
originator starts a complete new route discov-
ery from the originator to the final destination. 
Route discovery is a process that allows a 
source to find the best route to a destination 
node.  Unlike many other routing algorithms, 
LOADng is able to handle also unidirectional 
links (transmission from node A to node B is 
successful, but not vice versa) which are fre-

Table II  Main characteristics of the OFDM PLC under 500 kHz
ITU-T G.9904

(PRIME)
ITU-T G.9903

(G3-PLC)
IEEE 1901.2

Bandplans supported CENELEC A CENELEC A,  CENELEC B , 
ARIB, FCC

CENELEC A,  CENELEC B , 
ARIB, FCC

Normative specifications PHY
MAC
Convergence Layer (with IPv4/ 
IPv6/ IEC 61334-4-32)

PHY
MAC (802.15.4-based)
Layer 2 routing (LOADng)
Adaptation layer (6loWPAN)

PHY
MAC (802.15.4-based)

Supported Network Layer IEC61334-4-32, IPv4 or IPv6 IPv6 IPv6 

Data Rate at IP Layer (including 
FEC)

�up to 61.4 kbps for CENELEC A �up to 46 kbps for CENELEC A
�up to 234 kbps for FCC

�up to 46 kbps for CENELEC A
�up to 234 kbps for FCC

Modulations supported �DBPSK, DQPSK, D8PSK �DBPSK, DQPSK, D8PSK
�BSPK, QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM 

�DBPSK, DQPSK, D8PSK
�BSPK, QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM 

Robustness (mechanisms in duty 
before link fails)

�Convolutional Code (may be deac-
tivated)
�End to End or hop-by-hop Ac-
knowledgement

�Convolutional Code
�Reed-Solomon Code
�Repetition Code (x4)
�Adaptive Modulation
�Hop by hop Acknowledgement

�Convolutional Code
�Reed-Solomon Code
�Repetition Code (x4 and x6)
�Adaptive Modulation
�Hop by hop Acknowledgement

Security supported �Access control and authentication 
based on pre-shared key (PSK) and 
AES-128

�MAC Layer Ciphering (CCM*) 
�Access control and authentication: 
Extensible Authentication Proto-
col (EAP-PSK)
�Key distribution protocol
�Anti-replay protection

�MAC Layer Ciphering (all mech-
anism of 802.15.4)

Certification Provided by PRIME Alliance:
Available at test labs:
DNV GL, Tecnalia and ITE (only for 
service node)

Provided by G3-PLC Alliance:
Available at test labs:
LAN (France) and TUV (Japan)

 Not available

Certified solutions Atmel, Hitrend, Indra, Phoenix Sys-
tems, Renesas, STMicroelectronics, 
Texas Instruments, Semitech
Available at prime-alliance.org[5]

Renesas, Texas Instruments, STMi-
croelectronics, Maxim Integrated, 
Atmel
Available at g3-plc.com[6]
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These new markets can be operated either 
in coordination with a smart metering program 
(in this case, metering and public lighting are 
part of the same Field Area Network, i.e. each 
meter or streetlight relays a message regard-
less of the application) or not, for example 
having them operating independently and in 
non-overlapping bandplans – typically, 150-
490 kHz (FCC) for metering and 35-90 kHz 
(CENELEC A) for a secondary network. 

Table 3 lists the various pilots and deploy-
ments carried out worldwide. The list is not 
exhaustive.

VI. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ON 
THE USE OF PLC IN SMART GRID

One compelling advantage of using PLC is 
that the traditionally separated functions of 
sensing and communicating blur together and 
thus a microcontroller is able to execute both 
the communication protocol and the sensing 
application [1]. Many issues in power lines 
manifest themselves with changes in the chan-
nel and noise characteristics of the medium, 
often in the band below 500 kHz. This allows 
PLC modems to detect such changes so that 
corrective actions can be undertaken. 

One of the most popular features is the 
“Phase Detection” feature offered by ITU-T 
G.9903 and IEEE 1901.2. Each PHY packet 
is tagged with a counter that encodes the time 
with the latest mains zero crossing, so that the 
PAN coordinator is able to determine on which 
phase a single-phase meter is connected. On 
the basis of the consumption data reported 
by the smart meters, a DSO can balance the 
power demand across the three-phases and im-
prove the quality of the supply.

For DSO or utilities, PLC also brings valu-

because implementers may also use this chan-
nel to convey proprietary data and this may 
cause uneven performances in a multi-vendor 
network.

Table II shows an overview of the salient 
characteristics of the three standards addressed 
in this Section. A more detailed comparison on 
PHY and routing aspects can be found in [11].

V. COMMERCIAL DEPLOYMENTS AND 
FIELD TRIALS

A certified chip is a guarantee that it can com-
municate with solutions from other vendors. 
This requirement is now a must-have for 
utilities that favor competition to decrease 
prices and prefer to rely on several providers 
when deploying millions of smart meters. 
Certification is available for PRIME in 3 test 
labs (DNV GL, Tecnalia and ITE). G3-PLC 
Alliance offers two test labs for certification 
(LAN and TUV) but a third test house in Chi-
na should open this year. At the moment, there 
is no certification available for IEEE 1901.2.

Deployments of PLC have been triggered 
by smart metering programs around the world. 
The EU directive that enjoins major EU coun-
tries to deploy 80% of smart electricity meters 
by 2020 has been key in pushing NB-PLC 
standardization. Although NB-PLC answers 
smart metering urgent programs, some compa-
nies envisage tackling other markets with this 
technology. Tests have been carried out for 
smart cities, public lighting, and grid manage-
ment (for low voltage and medium voltage as 
well). For example, Qingdao Eastsoft Commu-
nication Technology, now plans to use ITU-T 
G.9903 for Home Networking applications 
after successfully running a pilot deployment 
with more than 20,000 nodes across China.

Table III  Pilots and Deployments around the world
ITU-T G.9904

(PRIME)
ITU-T G.9903

(G3-PLC)
IEEE 1901.2

Pilots Luxemburg, Australia, United Kingdom, 
Portugal, Russia

China, Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, India, Austria, Ger-
many, Mexico, Norway, Finland, Belgium, Algeria 

Hong-Kong

Massive Deployments Spain (almost 5 million installed), Poland Japan (tens of millions), France (starting early 2016 
for tens of millions), Luxemburg
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envisioned in enabling a communication 
link between the PEVs, meters, appliances 
and the utility or a Home/Building Energy 
Management System
The specific advantages of NB-PLC in 

AMI/DR applications can be summarized as 
follows:
•	 	Ease of upgrade to future versions: NB-

PLC solutions can be easily implemented 
as soft-modems using a DSP.

•	 	Worldwide harmonization: worldwide 
availability of a common band for PLC 
operation, i.e. the CENELEC band up to 
148.5 kHz.

•	 	Optimized design: NB-PLC design targets 
explicitly Smart Grid applications and re-
quirements
Among the above advantages, the ease of 

upgrade is of paramount importance for utili-
ties as equipment deployed in the field needs 
to have long obsolescence horizons (in the 
order of decades) and the capability of soft 
upgrades without the necessity of hardware re-
deployment is of great economic value (smart 
meters must be considered a very long term 
investment). Even if a DSP-based solution 
may sometimes entail a higher cost versus 
spun silicon, one may also consider that this 
initial higher cost may be outweighed by other 
important factors such as the capability of fu-
ture firmware upgrade.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

PLC is an important technology for companies 
that use and maintain electrical lines. With 
the new role assigned to utilities and DSOs 
to manage a more complex and non-uniform 
electrical grid, the recent availability of the 
next generation standardized NB-PLC proto-
cols discussed here is an important opportuni-
ty to make closer the future Smart Grid. Euro-
pean and Asian countries are clearly choosing 
PLC technologies to tackle these new chal-
lenges. The USA seems to prefer the use of 
wireless (mesh, cellular), but the reliability 
and performance achievable by the next gener-
ation OFDM-based NB-PLC standards makes 

able information on detecting specific outages 
such as physical interruptions (cuts) of power 
lines, black-outs, and islanding. When a set 
of meters cannot be reached after several at-
tempts, e.g. retransmissions and route-repair 
operations, these outages are reported from 
the data concentrator to higher layers. The 
Information System can then correlate these 
outages with power grid topological informa-
tion and data drawn from a Geographic Infor-
mation System (GIS) to perform root cause 
analysis and determine what kind of outage 
has occurred. 

Furthermore PLC (and especially NB-PLC) 
can support applications across the whole 
power grid, from transmission to distribution. 
For example:

High Voltage
•	 	Detection of broken insulator, insulator 

short circuit, cable rupture, circuit breaker 
opening and closing

•	 	Determination of the change in the average 
height above ground of horizontal HV over-
head conductors (real-time sag monitoring)

•	 	State estimation (PMU over WAMS), SCA-
DA expansion to remote stations, remote 
station surveillance
Medium Voltage

•	 	Fault detection and monitoring, and online 
diagnostic data transfer 

•	 	Substation automation, e.g. connectivity be-
tween substation IEDs and external IEDs, 
for fault location, fault isolation, service 
restoration, voltage dispatch

•	 	Islanding prevention
•	 	Substations connectivity for sharing state of 

equipment & power flow status
•	 	Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) 

backbone network
•	 	Support the new generation of distribution 

PMUs (Power Management Unit)
Low Voltage

•	 	Smart Metering
•	 	Vehicle-to-Grid communications 
•	 	Demand Response (DR)
•	 	Home/Building Energy Management Sys-

tems
•	 	A variety of applications scenarios can be 
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